
  

 

PRESS RELEASE            Nov. 21, 2005  
 

ZTT presented its best RF cable product in the 3GWCE 
 

 

 

More than 8,000 visitors from all around 

the world come and meet up at this leading 

mobile networking event, 3G World 

Congress and Exhibition in Hong Kong last 

week. ZTT is promising in the profession of 

Telecommunication Cable product and 

show up at this exhibition with a great 

success result.  

 

As a leading cable manufacturing group in 

P.R. China, ZTT displayed and show off its 

next generation Radio Frequency Cable 

(RF cable) for 3G mobile network 

infrastructure in this event. In addition, a 

series of strategic telecommunication 

product such as submarine cable, high fiber count ribbon cable and Optical Ground Wire (OPGW) are also demonstrated 

during the show. 

 

Visitors are the leader and professionals in 

the Telecom industry such as CEO, CTO, 

Technical Directors and Engineering 

Managers etc. who are interested in the 

Cable product of ZTT and exchanged lots 

of information during these 3 days. ZTT 

promised to continue develop and 

research for the latest technology and 

manufacture the most advance and fit for 

the market telecommunication cable in 

order to cope with the demand from the 

ever challenging market.  

 

 



 
-- END -- 

 

Zhongtian Technologies Co. Ltd (ZTT), (SSE code: 600522) a leading corporation in fiber optic industry develops, designs, manufactures, 

supplies and distributes optical fiber, optical cable for indoor, outside plant, underground, aerial, non-metallic, self support, optical fiber ground wire 

as well as networking & splicing closures. Public listed in Stock Exchange in Shanghai and currently operating more than 6 manufacturing facilities 

in different site in China 

 

ZT Optics, the worldwide business unit for telecommunication system solution of ZTT locates in Hong Kong. With its strategic strength on 

established financial systems, well developed business environment as well as leading position in Asia, it brings ZT unlimited opportunities to go 

international market.  

 


